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Nothing sets off a white wedding like a splash of neon!
The setting and space has been kept very clean and
minimal, with a contemporary white table setting and
clear Perspex chairs. The simplicity of the basics ensures
that the neon accents really pop. Bouquets of citrus,
tangerine and cerise blooms alternate down the centre
of the table, each arrangement kept to the same colour
and the same flower, for the sake of impact. Varying
heights in the vases add interest and draw the eye. Slick
lime details add the perfect amount of zing.
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Photography
Natasja Kremers Photography
www.natasjakremersblog.com
Concept Creator, Producer, Stylist, Tableware,
Napkins, Accessories, Lamps, Paper Wall,
Jewellery & Tea Service
Cathrin D’Entremont Weddings
www.cdweddings.com.au
Videography Urban Light FILMS
www.urbanlight.com.au
Wedding Gown Samantha Wynne
www.samanthawynne.com.au
Flowers Zinnia Floral Designs
www.zinniafloraldesigns.com.au
Stationery Wren Press
www.wrenpress.com.au
Cake & Biscuits Cake Collections
www.cakecollections.com.au
Ghost Chairs Orielle
www.orielle.com.au
Location Anna Foley Gallery
www.annafoley.com
Hair Unveiled Hair & Makeup
info@unveiledhairandmakeup.com.au
Makeup Kathryn Colgan
kathrync@iinet.net.au
Models Mitch Yeats and
Megan Crosby
www.megan-crosby.com
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One of the bonuses of a bright, simple palette is it’s inherently cheerful, and not too obtrusive.
So your guests will be wowed by the colours and the details straight away, it provides a perfect
conversation-starter and opportunity for photographs, but it’s not going to distract people if
they’re focused on your speech or a really enjoyable conversation.
The elegant combination of sharp geometric shapes and soft, organic lines creates a sense
of whimsy, which is heightened by the fun, almost child-like combination of colours. A simple
colour theme like this is easy to achieve and high impact. Colours that are ‘on-trend’ like these
are also wonderful for those who are DIY-ing, or on a budget, as you’ll be able to find details to
incorporate almost anywhere.
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